Quiz: How effective are your guitar lessons?

1.
a)
b)
c)
d)

My child can tell me what their goal is for the term:
All the time
Mostly
Sometimes
Not at all

2.
a)
b)
c)
d)

My child can tell me what their goal is for the week:
All the time
Mostly
Sometimes
Not at all

3.
a)
b)
c)
d)

My child knows what to practice:
All the time
Mostly
Sometimes
Not at all

4.
a)
b)
c)
d)

My child likes his/her guitar teacher:
Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

5. My child has a list of songs that he/she can play in front of
people:
a) 3 or more songs
b) 2-3 songs
c) 1 song
d) 0 songs

6.
a)
b)
c)
d)

My child has performed in front of people:
In the last 3 months
In the last 6 months
In over a year
Has never performed – just been learning and practicing privately

7. When I ask my child whether he/she loves what they are learning
on guitar, they say:
a) “Of course Mum/Dad!” – before showing you on guitar
b) “Yes” – but no enthusiasm around it
c) “Meh – I guess so”
d) “No”
8.
a)
b)
c)
d)

My child:
Loves his/her guitar lessons, looks forward to it every week
Says yes to guitar lessons, shows an interest in guitar lessons weekly
Is neutral about guitar lessons, practices consistently
Feels like guitar lessons is a chore

Responses

Rockstar:
If you mostly answered a), your guitar lessons are definitely working for you.
Keep it up – and you’ll achieve everything you want to on the guitar!

Up-and-coming:
If you mostly answered b), your guitar lessons are good. The goals are there
for you to kick, but it’s a matter of showing even more of your passion to the
world –learn and perform your music as soon as possible!

Drifter:
If you mostly answered c), you are on the fence with guitar, and may feel
“forced” to do guitar lessons. Maybe you haven’t found the right teacher, or
set the right goals. Please talk to your parents about what you really want on
guitar!

Dazed and Confused:
If you answered mostly d), you may feel lost, confused, and ready to quit.
Disillusionment doesn’t last, so don’t quit just yet – talk to your parents about
what you really want.

Do these answers sit well for you?
Maybe your child really does enjoy what he/she is doing – but is too shy to
express their responses.
Whatever it may be, I hope this opens up the conversation for you to work
with your child on their guitar lessons.
Rock it today!
Justin
Justin@leadersofrock.com

